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We Are Concerned That We Should Urgently Gain Maximum Maturity in
Christ-likeness and That the Endtimes Tribulation (That We, the Church,
Will Experience) May (Will) Begin in the Next Few Months And, to Confirm
Whether It Will, We Should Observe Whether Revelation’s Prophesied
Five Seals Events Actually Occur in the Next Few Months
EXPECTATION: The Bible Signals that a black (eclipsed) sun with an (eclipsed) blood
(looking red) moon are coming:
Revelation 6:12 And I looked when He broke the sixth seal, and there was a great
earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth made of hair, and the whole moon
became like blood;
CALCULATED TIMING: NASA has calculated there will be four blood moons and a
blacked sun coming in 2014-2015 and the next set later in (not until) 2033. See the NASA
diagram for 2014-2015 below. The blacked sun comes in March 20, 2015. This can (may)
be the timing of the Sixth Seal event.

INTERPRETATION: Because we understand the Revelation Seal events are part of the
endtimes Tribulation, the Tribulation can begin in the few months preceding March 20,
2015. (Of course, only God knows the actual timing.)
CONFIRMATION: We should look to see if the events of the first five seals “actually
occur” (in close sequence) in the next few months leading to 3-20-15 that signal
(confirm) the endtimes Tribulation has begun. If not, the Tribulation may begin later, but
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if now!:

Revelation 6:1-11 (Check to see if these events occur.)
First Seal: A new leader (Anti-Christ?) that makes war.
Second Seal: War that takes peace from the earth
Third Seal: Great Famine
Fourth Seal: Death over 1/4 of the earth by war, famine, pestilence and wild beasts
Fifth Seal: Many martyrs for their faith (Could these be the ones in Revelation 7:9-17)

If these events occur in the next few months, we are in the Tribulation. Then
the government will make war with the Church (including martyring) and all
children.
The Bible also teaches that there will be a blood moon and blacked sun at the Second Coming
of Christ as He brings the final Day of the Lord “after” the Tribulation. This matches NASA’s
prediction for the next coming of a set of blood moons and a blacked sun in 2033. Joel 2:31

The sun shall be turned into darkness, and the moon into blood, before the great
and the terrible day of the LORD come. Acts 2:20 The sun shall be turned into
darkness, and the moon into blood, before that great and notable day of the Lord
come: (KJB)
God uses 6 for the number of man. There were 2000 years from Adam to Abraham and 2000
years from Abraham to Christ’s Crucifixion in AD 30 or 33. This leaves 2000 years more to 2033
to Christ’s Second Coming with the Rapture when the next NASA prediction of the sequence
of blood moons and blacked sun will occur. W ow!

SECULAR SIGNS: In any case, the current combined secular signs “by
themselves,” strongly signal the Tribulation can begin in the next few
months. So we must be ready. These signs include: legalized same sex
marriages, falling away of both our churches and America, high inflation with
“extreme debt,” many now working to bring world government, and “very
great extreme extended weather.” (There are more.)
FOR NEEDED BACKGROUND: Thoroughly realize that over 20 doctrines teach and warn
“unambiguously,” we (the Church) will go though the Endtimes Tribulation. Read my web
site free documents for this needed background understanding:
Read these documents on my web site found under ENDTIMES PROPHECY: (1) Twenty
Bible Doctrines Teach Unambiguously A Post Tribulation Rapture; and (2) The Pattern View of
Prophecy: The Many Doctrines of Prophecy Show Clearly the Rapture Will Come Posttribulational and the 1000 Years During Christ’s Second Coming.

The 20 doctrines in summary (taken from the above report) that “unambiguously”
teach a Post Tribulation Rapture are:
(1) Christ is now married to the church, no longer to Israel; (2) All believers, both Jews and
Gentiles, are now part of the Church and both are to become highly mature in Christ-likeness
to have a great relationship with God in eternity; (3) The W heat (Church) cannot be separated
from the tares (unbelievers) until after all the tares are bundled for the fire, which is completed
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in the Mark-of-the-Beast Period; (4) The terms: the Revelation, the Appearance, and the
Coming of Christ are only used in the singular, often with the article, signaling there is only one
that occurs only “after” the Tribulation; (5) The word “saints” is used both in the epistles and in
the Mark-of-the-Beast Period for the Church; (6) The covenant to Israel to stay in the land was
terminated at the Cross. This is shown by the Jews being out of the land from AD70 to 1948,
then being brought into the land in 1948 by Satan (not God), because the Jews returning were
not in repentance; (7) A very large number of believers from “all nations” die in the Great
Tribulation. The Tribulation is not exclusively Jewish; (8) Christ gains the authority to rapture the
Church “after the Tribulation” when then He is given the authority as He then has been shown
to have won the spiritual warfare over Satan; (9) Christ sits at the right hand of God the Father
until all His enemies become His footstool which is completed in the endtimes Tribulation: (10)
The Day of the Lord comes after the Tribulation, after the Rapture, when God brings the
endtimes judgment on unbelievers (all have rejected the Gospel); (11) The Rapture occurs at
the Last Trumpet which is the seventh that occurs as the Tribulation is terminated; (12) Christ
said He would raise believers on the Last Day which occurs after the Tribulation; (13) The
Rapture occurs after the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled which is completed in and by the end
of the Tribulation; (14) Christ said when I return, will I find faith on the earth; The meaning of the
Greek is very little; This means there will be very few believers alive when Christ comes; (15)
Christ’s return may be imminent; But because it has not occurred for 2000 years, it can be
imminent as the endtimes Tribulation is terminated at His Second Coming; (16) A detailed
analysis of Daniel’s 70 th week shows it to be history, not equal to or represent the endtimes
Tribulation. Christ died in its middle; (17) The Purpose of the Tribulation is to bring Divine
Discipline on the (American) Church for her falling away in occurrence with the rules of the end
times sequence that is similar to the ones God used with Israel; (18) The events of The Seven
Sealed Book in Revelation are for the purpose for Christ to win back The Title Deed of the Earth
that He lost to Satan in the Garden of Eden that must happen for Christ to have the authority
to bring the final judgements; (19) Revelation 3:10 does not require the removal of the saints
from the earth. An alternate translation of the Greek is: Revelation 3:10 - 'Because you have
kept the word of My perseverance, I also will keep you from [implied separated from but still in
the presence of] the hour of testing [it is the endtimes Tribulation], that hour which is about to
come upon the whole world, to test those who dwell upon the earth; and (20) No one is born or
saved after the Rapture. There are many in the Tribulation, who have been saved.

ESPECIALLY NOTE - Leaders Must Now Urgently Train Their People to
Become Experientially Highly Mature in Christ-likeness: As Christians, we should
pursue, helping each other, to become highly mature in Christ-likeness so we can have a
maximum relationship with God in eternity and have a close walk with God in the Tribulation.
This is the reason we are here. Apart from this, there is nothing in the eternal view for
Christians. W e must train to live by strong faith and love having a knowledge of God’s promises
and commandments. Then in every day life we can believe our thoughts for action came from
God (verified by our knowledge of the commandments and promises). One can use the
documents listed below.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OUR CHURCHES TO “URGENTLY IMPLEMENT”
(Hebrews 6:1 Therefore leaving the elementary teaching about the Christ, let us press on to maturity,
not laying again a foundation of repentance from dead works and of faith toward God.)
Our churches should now with “extreme urgency:” (1) establish a complete curriculum (version
of God’s Whole Counsel - see our web site documents listed below for help) and work with great
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urgency to maximumly mature their own people in Christ-likeness especially “to walk by very
strong faith” - pastors should go to in-depth expository verse by verse preaching this curriculum,
leading to maturity- seminars also can be used; (2) start a hymn service if one does not already
have one - maintain one; (3) go “all out” to evangelize the children (including working with CEF)
and adults out in the community; (4) train their people with Bible prophecy (with Post Trib
Rapture view) and what they will experience in the endtimes and what they should urgently do
now to prepare; and (5) place all our church people into small home groups, each under a good
leader. Have them put in living-life provisions to last six months or longer.
Our W eb Site Helpful Documents: (1) Keys to Becoming Mature in Christ-likeness In Godly
Relationship Living; (2) Some Signs and Characteristics of Being Mature in Christ; and (3) PPT
Charts: Christian-life Relationship Principles.
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